
Generating Musical Accompaniment to a given
Master Melody using VAEs and CNNs

Abstract:

Music generation using machine learning and AI has been a topic of interest over the past
few years. Music proves to be a complex task for AI, as it is an art of time, is heavily
influenced by human intuition, and is often composed polyphonically where all instruments
are interdependent. However, audio data has several interesting features for a machine
learning model. In fact, it follows a strict tempo, is pitch-related, and when defining a strict
genre or style, some patterns can be found in the way music is created. Currently, most
multi-track music generation models use CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), and music is
often generated using only very general training data, not allowing a user to generate music
according to a specific melody.

In this paper, we present a VAE-based (Variational Autoencoder) machine learning model
that is able to generate a musical accompaniment to a user-given melody. The master
melody is inputted by the user and a VAE works with a Convolutional Neural Network to find
a musical accompaniment to the inputted melody. Unlike current existing models, which
generally generate music from scratch after listening to many samples, this one allows any
user to enrich his/her wanted melody. We trained our model on different genres to produce
different styles of accompaniment to the melody. Not only does it perform better than state of
the art CNNs, but it also gives the user more influence on the outputted music, allowing him
to give the first main melodic idea.

Introduction:

With the development of machine learning and deep learning in the field of music
generation, the task of polyphonic/multi-track music generation has often been handled by
Convolutional Neural Networks. For example, DeepMind(1) in 2016 used dilated convolutions
to generate raw audio, showing the effectiveness of WaveNet(2). CNNs have also been
paired with Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) in order to handle the task of
generating music. Generative Adversarial Networks consist of two import networks: a
generator and a discriminator. Both networks work in “competition”: in simple words, the
generator learns how to produce the best possible while The discriminator is trained to
distinguish real data from those generated by the generator. In 2017, MidiNet(3) used Deep
Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks to generate multi-instrument music, and the
concept has been taken further with MuseGAN(4) in 2018. However, using CNNs regards the
pianoroll format of music as an image, and looks at different tracks as different channels,
before processing music with the CNN. While CNNs do perform better than Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs), their generations are very similar and show very little variation. In



fact, CNNs likely converge towards outputting small and common sequences in the training
data that minimized the training loss.

Another way of handling the task of music generation used Recurrent Neural Networks and
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture. Yu’s work(5) showed that they were inefficient
because of bad sequential data generation. RNNs are known to have problems such as
vanishing and exploding gradients when the network gets too deep.

In this work, we aim to generate multi-track musical accompaniment from a user-provided
melody. Therefore, our model has to deal with a new constraint: the user-given melody.
Unlike previous works, this model must adapt to a never seen and imposed melody. It must
therefore follow the lines and harmonies of this melody, while generating an accompaniment
which isn’t a blank copy of the latter. Tracks must be differentiated between the master
(user-given) and the accompanying ones (to be generated), and noise and variation have to
be added so that the generated accompaniments remain rich and contrasted. By regarding
different tracks as different channels, CNNs can hardly be used, since they cannot generate
multiple tracks at the same time, and the restriction between tracks is difficult to unify.(7)

GANs have been known to generate highly realistic synthetic samples in the computer vision
field, better than VAEs. This is because GANs do not estimate the explicit probability density
of the underlying distribution, while VAEs attempt to optimize the lower variational bound.
However, GANs have been known to be very difficult to train successfully.

Fortunately, Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) turn out to be more successful in the task of
generating multi-track music(8). We therefore propose a VAE-NN structured model that is
able to handle the task of music generation. Our model is designed to learn the underlying
patterns such as tempo, harmony and tonality of a music to generate meaningful
accompaniments to a user-provided melody. While we restricted the extent of our model to
generate only musical accompaniments, since we wanted some connection between a user
and his music, this type of architecture could also generate music from scratch, as can be
seen in Isaac Tham and Matthew Kim’s work on “Generating Music using Deep Learning -
Introducing a new VAE-based architecture to generate novel musical samples”(6 )Additional
details about VAEs are provided in the Methods section.

Methods:

Machine learning architecture (VAEs):

Variational autoencoders (VAEs) are used in this work for music generation. To understand
VAEs, we must first understand how autoencoders (AEs) work. The general idea of
autoencoders is pretty simple and consists in setting an encoder and a decoder as neural
networks to learn the best encoding-decoding scheme using an iterative optimisation
process.



Properties learned in the decoding process can thus decode random points from latent
space (=encoded space) and decode it to generate new content. The decoder would act
more or less like the generator of a GAN. VAEs are autoencoders in which training is
regularized to ensure that the latent space has good properties, avoid overfitting and allow a
better generative process. They consist of an encoder, a decoder, and a loss function. In
probability model terms, the VAE refers to approximate inference in a latent Gaussian model
where the approximate posterior and model likelihood are parametrized by neural nets. Two
properties of VAEs allowing a good generative process are continuity — close points in
latent space should give similar points once decoded, and completeness — a point sampled
from latent space should give meaningful content once decoded. In fact, by encoding
sequences into a latent space using a VAE, noise and variation in the latent space can be
twisted in a controllable way, while maintaining the similarity between different sequences
and tracks of music. The given master melody can thus be encoded to be treated as data
from which information such as harmony and latent vectors can be extracted and used for
accompaniment generation. The latter’s variation can be controlled, providing great control
over the output, as well as interesting hyperparameters settings.

Data presentation/preprocessing:

Our data comes from the Lakh Pianoroll Dataset(9), which itself is derived from the Lakh Midi
Dataset(10). The Lakh Midi Dataset is a collection of 176,581 unique MIDI files, 45,129 of
which have been matched and aligned to entries in the Million Song Dataset. The Lakh
Pianoroll Dataset is a collection of 174’154 multitrack pianorolls and was curated by the
Music and AI Lab at the Research Center for IT Innovation, Academia Sinica (11). We used
the LPD-5 version of the dataset, which includes music files made of 5 tracks – piano,
drums, guitar, bass, and strings, allowing us to generate complex and rich music and
demonstrate the ability of our generative model to arrange music across different
instruments. We used the cleansed subset of the Lakh Pianoroll Dataset, which includes



21,245 MIDI files and then filtered the files to only select those that were tagged as “pop” of
“soft rock”. This restriction was to create a slightly more uniform dataset (i.e: avoid classical
music and hard metal within the same dataset), which would be easier to train on. This gave
us a total of 1500 files. Each of the files had corresponding metadata, allowing us to
determine information about it such as the artist and title name. This metadata actually
comes from the bigger subset Lakh Midi Dataset, but using the files id, we can retrieve the
metadata for each file in our subset, the Lakh Pianoroll Dataset. Each file is loaded and read
using the Pypianoroll(12) python library, which allows us to separate tracks according to their
instruments and visualize the data.The genre of each file was found using the tagtraum
genre annotation(13), which comes from the Million Song Dataset.

Following Isaac Tham and Matthew Kim’s work(14), to handle the task of generating a musical
accompaniment to a user-given melody, we first read our database using Pypianoroll. This
allows us to directly split each music file into different tracks, according to its instrument.
From the dataset, we labeled each piano track as being the master one, and the other 4
tracks are labeled as the accompaniment ones. For timing, the Lakh Pianoroll Dataset uses
symbolic timing and the temporal resolution is set to 24 per beat (to cover common temporal
patterns such as triplets and 32th notes). For example, a bar in 4/4 time would have
4x24=96 time-steps. Pypianoroll then represents each time-step as a 5x128 matrix (5
tracks/instruments, 128 note pitch possibilities). For a multitrack file, a 4/4 bar would thus be
a 5x96x128 tensor. Within a track, a 4/4 bar would be a 96x128 tensor.

Models training:

We then split each track into length-32 sequences (32x128) to represent one “block” of
music:

These length-32 sequences can be passed as training input for our VAEs. To train the VAE,
a two-term loss function is used: a reconstruction error (difference between decoded outputs
and inputs), as well as a regularization term (KL-divergence between the latent distribution
and standard Gaussian) to regularize the latent distribution to be as close to standard normal
as possible.



With the VAE trained, we use a Conditional-HarmonyCNN to generate the non-piano
instruments, given the melody for the previous time step, the melody for the same time-step,
the melody for the next time-step, as well as that instrument’s music for the last time step.

The macro structure of our model is as follows:

The Conditional-HarmonyCNN learns a mapping to the guitar latent parameters (Wt) given
previous and next time-step data (Zt-1, Zt, Zt+1, Zt-1). Wt is then decoded  by the
instrument-specific VAE’s decoder to produce the next-period instrument output (on the
picture above: Guitar).
Note that due to their musical properties, each instrument has its own VAE, but
Instrument-specific VAEs are still trained on the other four instruments. 4
Conditional-HarmonyCNNs are trained, one for each non-piano instrument, while 5 VAEs are
trained, one for each instrument.



To train the models, we split the dataset - consisting of 1500 files - into a training set (80%),
a testing set (10%), as well as a never seen set (10%). The two first sets are used for
training (calculating the training and testing loss), whereas the last set is used to keep some
samples that are never seen by our model and listen to realistic results.

The training errors looked as such:

guitar CNN

bass CNN

strings CNN



drums CNN

As shown on the graph, the training loss decreased successfully. The testing loss, however,
didn’t seem to change over the epochs. This can be explained by the fact that our loss
function is calculated based on the resemblance between the generated accompaniment
and the original one (from the database). Since our model is learning a mapping, it is normal
that the training loss decreases (as our model is trying to mimic the database’s music).
However, since the testing melodies aren’t yet seen and since our model does not train on
them, it is logical that the generated accompaniments don’t match the original ones, since
these are not copies of the database, but our model’s generation.

Music Generation/Results:

With our 5 VAEs and 4 Conditional-HarmonyNNs, we generate accompaniment to the
melody inputted as follows. The piano VAE first encodes the given melody to find its latent
vectors. Using the encoded vectors, each Conditional-HarmonyNN generates the next
time-step latent vectors for its instrument like in the training process, and the generated
latent vector will then be decoded into the next-period instrument output.
For the first and last time steps (since the first time step doesn’t have previous time steps,
while last time step doesn’t have next time steps), we trained some special
Conditional-HarmonyNNs that learned a mapping of these specific time steps using available
information. The first time step generator learned a mapping of the first time step based on
the next two ones, while the last time step generator learned a mapping of the last time step
based on the previous two. Music is thus generated recursively by advancing time step by
time step. The melodies we used to evaluate the model come from the never seen set (10%)
mentioned above.

Our work can be found on SoundCloud, at the following link:

https://on.soundcloud.com/aJwDY

https://on.soundcloud.com/aJwDY


Discussions

While there exists many ways of measuring how successful a music is depending on its
popularity, sales or streams, it becomes harder to evaluate the music itself and its “quality”.
Indeed, not only is music mostly subjective, but its quality is also hard to determine using
calculations and error metrics. Therefore, we believe that the best way of evaluating our
results is by listening to the outputs and judging them with a human ear. The samples we us
to assess our model are chosen at random, from a never seen dataset, and no
cherry-picking was made on these testing samples. Only the samples’ melody were inputted
to our model and the output was generated solely based on this input.

Overall, the results were decent. While some chords, especially from the strings, were a little
off and didn’t fit harmonically, the main musical structure was still respected. Namely, the
drums always managed to find the beat and get the rhythm of the melody, which improved
the overall result by quite a margin.

Some perspectives of improvement, however, can still be found in our model. First of all, our
model’s generation is an iterative process, which implies dependency on previously
generated time steps. This way of proceeding creates a risk of domino effect: if the
previously generated time step doesn’t sound right, it will affect all the upcoming ones.
Another issue in our model is the lack of macro structure in the generation. Indeed, our
model can’t structure the music for a long term, which means it cannot create any “musical
introduction” or “ending” or gradually build some patterns in the music.

On the other hand, our model’s strength resides in its strong flexibility. Indeed, the latter can
be tweaked at two levels. First, the user’s melody will obviously dictate the generation, which
means that changing the melody will already create new generations. The first and main
touch of music comes from the user/input and remains something human. Therefore, the
diversity of the generation depends on the user’s creativity. Also, another way of tweaking
the outputs is by changing the original training dataset. Indeed, our model’s architecture and
training process implies that the generations will be strongly affected by the training set. For
example, defining and restricting the genre of the training set will result in generations in the
same genre. Restricting the training set to only one artist’s songs (though there might not be
enough) will result in generations close to the artist’s style.



Overall, the structure and design of our model can be very interesting for its high flexibility
and ability to adapt, just as it adapts to a new user melody each time.

Knowing this, interesting perspectives of future work could be explored based on our model.
One example includes a full-stack accompaniment generator which is able to generate
musical accompaniments to any type of melody, careless of the genre. This would require a
music genre classifier first, which would determine the inputted melody’s genre (or we could
ask the user to define a genre for the output he wants). Then, knowing the genre of the
melody, our model would generate a basic but coherent accompaniment using the VAE-NN
structure. As mentioned above, since our model’s weakness resides in the fact that it only
generates music iteratively and thus at a micro scale, lacking a macro view of the music, its
output could then be passed into a model that is able to mix and master the generated song
as a whole, adjusting the balance between notes, between tracks, or even adding reverb
and nuances in the music. The output would then be better and more balanced, which
already counters some weaknesses of our model.

Conclusion

We successfully built a machine learning model that is able to generate musical
accompaniment. Using a VAE-NN structure, we were able to have meaningful
accompaniments to imposed melodies, though still imperfect, thus using the user’s
constraint as a piece of data in our generation. Tempo is a strong point in this model, as
drums constantly generate some coherent accompaniments. String chords, on the other
hand, sometimes sounded a bit off target. These results show that music generation can
follow some constraints, and that even such a simple machine learning model is able to
understand the input, music that is given to it, to output coherent and enhanced music.
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